through the years

2010
Using a unique approach to web design - Conversion Architecture®,
inSegment built websites that function as ﬁnely-tuned digital sales
and lead generation tools. A Conversion-Architected site addresses
the needs of every possible user type, which increases the likelihood
that a visitor will take action.
Paired with Google paid and organic search strategies, we utilize
Conversion Architecture® websites to drive higher conversion rates.

2011
The ﬁrst of Google’s Panda updates was released in February.
The purpose of this update was to eliminate ranking quality issues
such as content farms, thin content, and sites with high
ad-to-content ratios.
This algorithm change aﬀected up to 12% of search results.
Due to inSegment’s strict adherence to white hat link building tactics,
our clients remained at the top of SERPs.

2012
The line between SEM and SEO became increasingly blurred, with search engines
putting more emphasis on relevance and quality. We adapted to Google’s Penguin
update by providing users with highly relevant content and micro-targeted campaigns
and focusing link building on quality over quantity.
The result? We built highly targeted pages and microsites centered on a certain niche
theme, which quickly became our most eﬀective vehicles for lead generation.
By continuing to engage our audience, we increased conversion rates and drove
qualiﬁed leads to our clients.
When YouTube became the second most popular search engine after Google, we started
utilizing YouTube ads to boost brand awareness for our clients, ultimately leading
to increased search traﬃc and conversions.

2013
Content marketing became king. We syndicated client whitepapers, case
studies, fact sheets, and even webinars/free trials with networks
and publishers relevant to our clients’ target audience.
Our clients were getting their most compelling information in front
of their target audience and receiving that qualiﬁed lead’s information
in return. Our technical writers and designers produced assets
for our clients to be used for content syndication.
Due to AdWords-enhanced campaigns and the rising number of mobile
internet users, responsive and adaptive website designs became more
vital than ever. By building mobile-friendly sites, we were able
to navigate the shift to enhanced campaigns with ease, while many
other PPC marketers panicked.

Google released another major algorithm update,
Hummingbird, which aﬀected an estimated 90%
of searches across the globe. Hummingbird emphasized
social and heuristic searches in an attempt to keep results
relevant to consumers.

2014
inSegment is selected among the Inc. 5000. From 2010 to 2013, inSegment grew
by 253% and created 24 jobs.
Our sister company, Infuse Media, provided us with a highly advanced
programmatic RTB platform. As the industry shifted away from direct to publisher
ad buys, Infuse Media diﬀerentiated itself as a highly advanced programmatic
RTB platform, giving our team all the tools to run a successful client program.
Emphasizing lead quality over quantity became hugely important in 2014.
We diversiﬁed asset topics and formats, introduced new content syndication
networks, and overlaid custom questions, gathering additional information
from leads for our clients, including but not limited to their purchase timeframe,
current solution, and budget.
inSegment introduced strict lead veriﬁcation, ensuring that our clients would not pay for any bad data while keeping our partners honest.
Google placed greater emphasis on local search in 2014 with its Pigeon algorithm update. inSegment’s website development also advanced;
while mobile-friendly was once acceptable, we got ahead of the trend and began building all sites and pages as mobile responsive.

2015
inSegment moved up nearly 600 spots on the Inc. 5000 to #1,069
and focused its eﬀorts on clients in the high-tech, ﬁnancial,
and higher education sectors. That same year, inSegment was named
one of the Top 25 most inﬂuential U.S. brands in B2B marketing
and one of the Top Boston Web Design and Web Development Firms
by Clutch, the independent research and review company.

2016
With mobile internet usage surpassing desktop
for the ﬁrst time, inSegment took advantage of the trend
by running more mobile digital ad campaigns and optimizing
client websites for mobile usability. We also began oﬀering
Management of Marketing Automation as a service,
due to the growing market for lead nurturing.

2017
inSegment celebrated its ten-year anniversary, commemorating a decade
of helping clients achieve quantiﬁable, high-impact marketing results.
In ten years, the company has expanded and diversiﬁed its services
to oﬀer a robust selection, including demand generation, content
marketing, search engine optimization, paid search management,
programmatic and social campaigns, and web development and design,
among others. With over 40 clients in a variety of ﬁelds, including
B2B technology, higher education, and ﬁnancial services, inSegment
continues to expand upon its global client-base. As a testament
to our continued growth and success, we were ranked on the Inc. 5000.
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